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Energy Demand Reduction and Digital Innovation for Social Housing: Defining 

Research Needs 
TEDDINET workshop, De Montfort University, Leicester, 17 December 2015 

Workshop Summary Report 

 

Over recent years there has been extensive collaboration between the academic community and social 

housing providers.  Much of this work has taken the form of research and consultancy and has focused 

on the issues of fuel poverty, energy efficient housing and demand reduction.  Feedback from the 

housing providers has indicated that they would like to be kept informed about the research work being 

undertaken across the sector and, possibly more importantly, that they are keen to be more actively 

involved in setting the agenda for that research. This TEDDINET sponsored workshop aimed to provide a 

space for these discussions and agenda setting, putting social housing providers and their needs centre 

stage. 

 

TEDDINET (http://teddinet.org) is a UK-wide network for those interested in the potential of digital 

innovation to reduce energy demand in buildings, bringing together academic researchers, policy 

makers, industry and those delivering energy efficiency in buildings – such as social housing providers. 

The workshop brought together over 40 people with a research or practitioner interest in the social 

housing sector,  to take stock of existing research efforts, exchange findings and discuss gaps from an 

end-user perspective. The workshop not only provided a good venue for exchange and networking, it 

has also helped us to develop some research themes for the coming years, identify existing 

opportunities for further collaboration (including some provided through TEDDINET) and provided us 

with evidence to make the case for additional research resources.  

 

This report provides a summary of the event, drawing together the presentations and discussions held 

throughout the day. This report, along with presentations given during the event, are available on the 

TEDDINET website: http://teddinet.org/activities/workshop-3-social-housing-providers/  

 

If you are interested to find out more about potential collaborations and work in this area, please do get 

in touch with TEDDINET by emailing Sam Staddon at sam.staddon@ed.ac.uk 
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1. Welcome and Introductions 

Professor Mark Lemon of De Montfort University welcomed everyone to the workshop and spoke about 

how the need for the event was identified and what it hoped to achieve. This centred on the need to 

have more collaboration and cross-exchange of ideas and agendas between those involved in the 

provision of social housing and academics involved in researching energy efficiency in relation to such 

housing. 

 

Dan van der Horst of the University of Edinburgh then provided a short presentation on TEDDINET, 

explaining that it was a network of academic research projects which aim to develop digital technologies 

to transform energy demand in homes and the workplace, and to understand how these technologies 

are adopted by users. TEDDINET has a remit to encourage collaboration between academics and those 

in industry, policy and the third sector – hence its interest in supporting the current workshop. Dan 

warmly welcomed all participants further future involvement with TEDDINET. 

 

2. Ongoing work in the East Midlands: What are the research needs identified so far by social 

housing partners? 

a. Bruce Kerr, emh homes: ‘What is an Active Asset Management Strategy and how might research 

help?’ 

Bruce provided some interesting statistics on housing association ownership in the UK, but suggested 

that unless you’re part of the sector, housing associations tend to be largely invisible to many. In the 

past Bruce said that housing associations tended to be reactive, for example would fix a boiler when 

needed, but that now they are far more proactive in terms of active asset management – as dictated by 

the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA). This includes knowing more about and modelling the 

performance of properties both for administrative and strategic purposes. The challenge, as Bruce sees 

it, is with new homes, rather than asset management, as people are interested in new properties rather 

than old leaky ones, making these a liability rather than an asset. Bruce questioned whether retrofit of 

older properties was value for money, thinking that it probably was not, making disposal of them a 

better option financially, although there are implications for business if the property stock is shrunk too 

much. 

 

In terms of what Bruce is looking for from research, this revolves around revenue capital solutions, 

being able to demonstrate value for money, assessment of impact of financial plans and social returns 

on investment, as well as financial ones. Bruce also introduced a knowledge-exchange project that emh 

homes are part of, which aimed to develop property and social archetypes and to feed these into the 

asset management strategy. An energy management strategy was also developed as part of this, as was 

a ‘Green Team’ which has proved very useful. The project is discussed in more detail by the next 

speaker, Andy Stephenson.  

 

b. Andy Stephenson, Deep Green Solutions & Liz Daniels, Knightstone Housing: ‘Archetypes and energy 

management: linking the physical and the social’ 

Andy, a Knowledge Exchange Associate, described a retrofit project which produced a ‘passive house’. 

The original tenant of the property found the technology a difficulty and now a PhD student lives there 
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and absolutely loves it, being able to engage entirely with the technology. This demonstrates, Andy 

suggested, the importance of engagement with tenants in relation to their properties, as whilst 

technologies built into them may offer energy savings in theory, these are not ensured in practice.  Andy 

highlighted that there are moral, financial and legislative reasons to address the challenges of engaging 

tenants in new energy saving technologies.  

 

The research project found that whilst all tenants are different in their response to new technologies, 

they were able to identify three social archetypes based on users interface with the technology controls: 

1) real time on/off (i.e. no time to engage with the controls), 2) hands off (i.e. no engagement), 3) 

planners (i.e. frequent use of the controls, often men). The project also developed 26 building 

archetypes, based on age and type of property (flat, house etc.). A company called Energy Deck have 

been used to develop a matrix of the archetypes. As part of the project, emh homes are monitoring the 

energy consumption of over 170 homes, although monitoring of gas has proved a challenge.  

 

Andy shared that the project will be on-going through a new Knowledge Transfer Partnership, which 

aims to engage even more with users so that tenants can inform emh homes. The tenants will also be 

able to have access to their own individual data through an app, which it was suggested may help 

children engage in the project and even help their parents. 

 

Liz then went on to talk about her own experiences with a housing association in Somerset and the 

challenges of trying to calculate energy efficiencies of properties that have changed hands meaning the 

quality of data on them can be questionable. Liz’s work involved calculating Standard Assessment 

Procedure (SAP) ratings i.e. the energy and environmental performance of a building, for all types of 

housing stock, of which there were 15 types. It was calculated that there could be a 10% saving on 

carbon and 10% fuel savings, but the Board of the housing association wanted to concentrate only on 

stock with SAP of less than 60, those properties that are off gas, and to develop a ‘fabric first’ approach 

which dealt with the properties itself rather than renewable energy sources. Liz shared that all housing 

association staff also give general advice to tenants and that their Empowerment Officers target those 

considered vulnerable. The reality of the situation, as pointed out by Liz, is that if a property is difficult in 

terms of energy efficiency, it will most likely be sold by the housing association. There is also a problem 

of ‘selling’ renewables to tenants. When asked, Liz replied that the use of smart meters could help in 

their work as it provides more information than the SAP. 

 

c. Yann Bomnken, Vanguard Homes: ‘MMC (Modern Methods of Construction): Key to meeting low 

cost, low energy demand housing’ 

Yann highlighted the challenges of social housing around the quality of affordable homes and the 

delivery of enough stock. He provided a very compelling case for the need for a production process 

along the lines of the Model T Ford i.e. that enables mass production through streamlining production 

on a large scale. Yann spoke about an example of such streamlining of production processes by Barratt 

Housing in 2003, which involved the production of 500 homes.  
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Yann suggested that for MMC to become more widespread, that there needs to be a paradigm shift, or 

shift in the mindset, with regards to how houses are produced. He argued that this shift is coming.  

 

3. DMU proposal for a social housing research and development club (Dr Rick Greenough) 

Rick is Head of Research at the Institute of Energy and Sustainable Development (IESD) at De Montfort 

University. He spoke about his intention that facilities available at IESD be used for social housing 

providers who wish to undertake some research off-site i.e. not within their own housing stock. IESD 

includes research projects which aim to reduce carbon emissions a various scales, from individual 

behaviour, to buildings to city scales. Work covers for example thermal comfort modelling, geothermal 

heat exchange and thermal energy storage, mass customised retrofit through LIDAR, smart spaces (with 

Leicester City Council), agent-based modelling on electrical energy conservation in homes – plus much 

more! Experimentation is possible in the IESD labs and they have a house on site which can be used, in 

which no one is living.  

 

The idea behind the research & development club would be to take ideas from housing associations that 

can be researched by academics, to lead to shared findings. Rick welcomed anyone present, or others 

they knew, to get in touch with him if they were interested in the possibilities offered by an R&D club, at 

rgreenough@dmu.ac.uk 

 

4. Nic Mason, Energy Deck & Peter Boait, De Montfort University: ‘Digital Futures?’ 

Nic introduced Energy Deck’s energy management platform, which is based on the increasing availability 

of data on buildings. The platform compiles data and identifies general trends which enable bench-

marking within peer groups i.e. building occupants who share data on energy performance. Users are 

posted pdfs of energy use, which is also available online, as experience shows the importance of 

multiple lines of communication to suit different users. Data is anonymised before being made publically 

available. Nic relayed how the idea behind the work is that it is all about dealing with data on buildings 

and contextualising that in order to provide it as a service.  

 

Energy Deck are currently working with emh homes and are about to introduce tenants to a dashboard 

which provides feedback on energy use in the home. It is hoped that this will be able to show tenants 

the energy saving benefits of projects carried out by the housing association, for example around 

retrofit, importantly promoting the building of trust between them.  

 

Nic shared the idea that the data compiled by Energy Deck may be of value to researchers, who may be 

willing to pay to use it in their own experiments. There are also possibilities to link this to health impacts 

too. Nic mentioned a current Innovate UK programme which considers the problems associated with 

monitoring and data and getting that data online.  

 

Peter Boait then went on to discuss his work which considers the future of localised energy supplies, as 

an alternative to the Big 6. This relates to DECC’s Community Energy Strategy and community 

partnerships in order that local energy resources are tapped, but Peter spoke about how this needs 

technical support with regards the balancing of supply and demand. He suggested the need for half-

mailto:rgreenough@dmu.ac.uk
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hourly metering to enable savings to be made, and discussed the development of smart home 

technology called Hestia, which has won a DECC award. The research is currently funded through an 

Innovate UK project with Oxford University, which also involves talking with users regarding their 

experiences.  

 

5. Breakout sessions 

Participants split into two breakout sessions, one to discuss issues of technology development, and the 

other issues of social engagement with technology. Below are brief summaries of these two sessions, 

presented to all participants at the end of the workshop. 

 

a. Technology development 

Issues discussed in this session included: 

 How to fairly distribute electricity, for example solar PV in social housing? 

 How to decrease costs in collecting data, given installation and communication costs remain 

high 

 Data usage and ethics and permissions, particularly if data sets are going to be used at a later 

date 

 Required from social housing providers was a flag of consumption, so that if this was outside of 

the norm for the house type they could take action 

 Big questions relate to regulation and economic models and how to realise these for 

technologies 

 Different models of house building e.g. MMC and making use of this a reality. Also possibilities 

of using MMC in retrofit, but who would coordinate this? 

  

b. Social engagement 

Issues discussed in this session included: 

 Questions of appreciation of social issues and engagement with tenants; how to include their 

understanding and to facilitate feedback from them? How to create mechanisms for learning? 

 Cultural issues, for example with regards to older tenants, which raise different sets of issues to 

consider around the use of technology, sharing details of energy expenditure and the ethics of 

this. There is a need to think these things through more carefully. 

 What do we mean by control? How do people feel about this, with regards energy demand, 

monitoring and supply? 

 Use of energy use data – who uses this and how? Issues of ownership. 

 Social capital and issues of the social returns for investments (not just financial ones) 

 Holistic views, for example seeing energy in relation poverty in relation to funding e.g. money 

spent on NHS to deal with those in fuel poverty who fall ill because of cold homes. This is a 

political and governance issue. 
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6. Towards a collaborative research agenda? 

Given the nature of the challenges facing the UK housing sector in general and the social housing sector 

in particular, it would take more than a one-day workshop to develop a comprehensive research 

agenda.  However these are some of the broader thematic issues that arose during the discussions 

between practitioners and academics:  

 How may the emergence of new building technologies, sensoring techniques and data analytics 

be relevant for social landlords, in their daily operations, their longer term strategies and 

(subsequently) the experiences of their tenants? 

 What policies and strategies are required to protect and enhance the role of the social housing 

sector, as a provider of comfortable and affordable homes for those with limited financial 

means and as a test bed for green technologies and progressive social interventions?   

 What can policy makers and the rest of the housing sector learn from demonstration projects 

and early adoption of new technologies in the social housing sector? 

 How can best practices be shared within the sector and how can (in a difficult financial climate) 

the social housing sector benefit from positive spill-over effects of pioneering experiments and  

socio-techical innovations by some social land lords?  

 What methods do we have (or should we develop) to address some of the above questions? 

How can practitioners and researchers work together effectively to utilise scenario tools, 

sensoring equipment, data analytics for the benefit of the social housing sector and the people 

it supports. 

 

 

7. Poster presentations 

Posters were presented during the event by the following participants: 

 Neveen Hamza, University of Newcastle 

 Nicolette Fox, Sussex University 

 Mark Lemon, De Montfort University  
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Appendix 1. Details of workshop participants 

NAME EMAIL ORGANISATION ROLE 

 
SOCIAL HOUSING PROVIDERS 

Cilla Aram Cilla.Aram@riverside.org.uk Riverside  

Yann Bomken yann.bomken@vanguardhomes.co.uk  Vanguard Homes  

Emily Braham emily.braham@nottinghamcityhomes.org.uk  Nottingham City Homes  

Liz Daniels Liz.Daniels@knightstone.co.uk  Knightstone Homes  

Zoe Davies zoe.davies@nwleicestershire.gov.uk  North West Leicestershire District Council Energy Strategy Officer 

Zoe Davies, Energy Strategy Officer at North West Leicestershire District Council. My role over the next 12 months will be to develop a long term energy strategy for the 

housing service alongside a renewable energy retrofit programme for our housing stock. 

Tim Grimley tim.grimley@sevenlockshousing.co.uk Seven Locks Housing  

I started my working life as a construction materials testing technician, site and laboratory based for 3 years.  I went onto work for Mark Insulations (now Mark Group) 

for 7 years as a property surveyor for home energy efficiency measures and central heating systems, then became Area Sales Manager for West Anglia Insulation for 3 

years.  I have been working directly in Social housing since 2005 with Harborough District Council which stock transferred to Seven Locks Housing in 2007, I am a 

Contracts Supervisor in the Planned Maintenance section running the major works programmes.  I have always dealt with the energy efficiency of the housing stock and 

grant procurement. 

Mahomed Hashim Mahomed.Hashim@riverside.org.uk Riverside  

Lucy Hull  Nottingham City Homes  

Bruce Kerr bruce.kerr@emhhomes.org.uk EMH Homes  

Bruce Kerr has spent far too long working in social housing, having managed development, housing management, supported housing and asset management functions 

since the 80s for local authorities and housing associations. He’s also served time as a management consultant for the sector. He’s currently Director of Asset 

Management at emh homes, responsible for maintenance services to 17,000 homes across the East Midlands. 

Nic Mason nic@energydeck.com  

Energy Deck 
 

 

Nic is an expert in commercial real estate and public sector carbon and energy management. Prior to EnergyDeck he worked at CBRE, where he was responsible for 

developing and implementing carbon data management and evidence gathering processes for large corporates, investors and public sector organisations. Previously, 

mailto:yann.bomken@vanguardhomes.co.uk
mailto:emily.braham@nottinghamcityhomes.org.uk
mailto:Liz.Daniels@knightstone.co.uk
https://www.staffmail.ed.ac.uk/imp/compose.php?to=zoe.davies%40nwleicestershire.gov.uk
https://www.staffmail.ed.ac.uk/imp/compose.php?to=nic%40energydeck.com
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Nic worked for Westminster City Council in a range of roles spanning energy, water, carbon and sustainability management, focused on delivering energy efficiency, 

carbon reporting, sustainable procurement and energy procurement strategies. 

Paul Morgan  ASRA Housing Group Group Building Services Manager 

Heather Philips heather.philips@asra.org.uk ASRA Housing Group Group Building Services Contract Administrator 

Andy Stephenson deepgrn11@gmail.com  Deep Green Solutions  

 
ACADEMICS 

Arash Beizaee a.beizaee@lboro.ac.uk Loughborough University PhD 

Chris Bowers c.bowers@worc.ac.uk  Worcester University Senior Lecturer 

Greta Barnicoat g.barnicoat@hw.ac.uk Heriot Watt University Research Associate 

Greta Barnicoat recently returned to academia following a career break to raise her family. Prior to this she worked as an Economic Consultant followed by a 

Lectureship in Marketing. Her PhD focused on economic and organisational theories and policy development. Since returning she has worked part time as a Research 

Fellow for projects on Community Buy-outs and now on Ageing Population Attitudes to Sensor Controlled Energy; investigating areas such as Fuel poverty, Appliance 

use, Smart Metering and Transition Pathways and undertaking the qualitative primary research for this project. 

Peter Boait p.boait@dmu.ac.uk IESD / De Montfort University Senior Research Fellow 

Peter Boait is a research fellow at De Montfort’s Institute of Energy and Sustainable Development.  He is an electronic engineer with research interests in “smart home” 

heating controls and their integration with the smart grid.  He works with social housing organisations to deploy systems aimed at improving comfort and energy 

awareness and mitigating fuel poverty. 

Richard Bull rbull@dmu.ac.uk IESD / De Montfort University Principal Lecturer 

Paul Cropper pcc@dmu.ac.uk IESD / De Montfort University Senior Research Fellow 

Mike Danson  m.danson@hw.ac.uk Heriot Watt University Professor 

Mike Danson is Professor of Enterprise Policy at Heriot-Watt University, Scotland and Treasurer of the Academy of Social Sciences. He has published 13 edited books 

and over 200 papers on urban and regional economic development, demographic change, volunteering, Gaelic, microbreweries and poverty. He has advised 

parliaments, governments, and such organisations as the OECD, European Commission, Scottish Enterprise.  

Steven Firth s.k.firth@lboro.ac.uk Loughborough University Senior Lecturer 

Ehab Foda e.foda@lboro.ac.uk  Loughborough University Research Associate 

mailto:deepgrn11@gmail.com
mailto:c.bowers@worc.ac.uk
mailto:p.boait@dmu.ac.uk
mailto:rbull@dmu.ac.uk
mailto:pcc@dmu.ac.uk
mailto:s.k.firth@lboro.ac.uk
mailto:e.foda@lboro.ac.uk
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Dr Ehab Foda is a research associate at the Civil and Building Engineering at Loughborough University. Ehab is one of the research associates working in the DEFACTO 
project. In DEFACTO, Ehab deals with the technical aspects that is related to measurements and modelling of energy performance of DEFACTO homes. 

Nicolette Fox N.Fox@sussex.ac.uk Sussex University PhD 

Rupert Gammon rgammon@dmu.ac.uk  IESD / De Montfort University Senior Research Fellow 

I am a Reader in the Institute of Energy and Sustainable Development at De Montfort. My main area is energy in buildings – modelling, monitoring and efficiency, and 

weather data and climate change. Previously I worked for the UK electricity industry in research and consultancy.  

Rick Greenough Rgreenough@dmu.ac.uk  IESD / De Montfort University Reader 

Neveen Hamza neveen.hamza@newcastle.ac.uk  Newcastle University Senior Lecturer 

I am an architect by background and my research is focused on building performance evaluation in the design stage. I am particularly interested in how performative 

design is achieved through the integration between architectural design principles and energy saving technologies. I have also engaged with the social side of users and 

how they engage with energy use issues and with their motivation to engage/disengage with energy saving technologies. 

Latifimran Jalil aa9163@coventry.ac.uk  Coventry University Research Associate 
 

Latifimran    Jalil   is a research assistant on the BuildTEDDI Smarter Households project; he is in charge of the selection and installation of the IMSS (Integrated Meter 
Sensor System) to collect the energy data from domestic homes (Orbit Housing), to help in the development in 3D dashboard and the Virtual Energy game. He also was 
the research associate on the project to monitor energy of social housing for Nottingham City Home. He has a degree in BSc (Hons) Civil Engineering, MSc in 
Environmental Engineering and a PhD in the field of Energy Systems and Air Distribution. 

Ivan Korolija ikorolija@dmu.ac.uk  IESD / De Montfort University Research Fellow 

Yingqi Liu yingqi.liu@sjc.ox.ac.uk Oxford University PhD 

Sabine Pahl  sabine.pahl@plymouth.ac.uk  Plymouth University Reader 

Vijay Pakka vpakka@dmu.ac.uk IESD / De Montfort University Senior Research Fellow 

Jo Richardson jrichardson@dmu.ac.uk  Centre for Comparative Housing Research Director 

Richard Snape jsnape@dmu.ac.uk IESD / De Montfort University Research Fellow 

Graeme Stewart gstuart@dmu.ac.uk IESD / De Montfort University Research Fellow 

Linda Toledo linda.toledo@email.dmu.ac.uk  IESD / De Montfort University Researcher (PhD) 

Judith Ward Judithward33@hotmail.com  Sustainability First Director 

Georgina Wood ab6869@coventry.ac.uk  Coventry University Research Associate 

Georgina Wood is a research assistant on the BuildTEDDI Smarter Households project, for which Orbit Housing Group is a collaborator. Her role focuses on householder 
engagement with technology and energy serious games. She has a degree in geography and her PhD focused on education for water literacy and citizenship. 

mailto:rgammon@dmu.ac.uk
mailto:Rgreenough@dmu.ac.uk
mailto:neveen.hamza@newcastle.ac.uk
mailto:aa9163@coventry.ac.uk
mailto:ikorolija@dmu.ac.uk
mailto:sabine.pahl@plymouth.ac.uk
mailto:jrichardson@dmu.ac.uk
mailto:jsnape@dmu.ac.uk
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mailto:linda.toledo@email.dmu.ac.uk
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mailto:ab6869@coventry.ac.uk
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Andy Wright awright@dmu.ac.uk  IESD / De Montfort University Senior Research Fellow 

 
ORGANISERS 

Mark Lemon mlemon@dmu.ac.uk  De Montfort University Professor 

Mark Lemon is Professor of Integrated Environmental Systems at De Montfort University in Leicester. He has an increasingly distant background in social science, 
community development and running a scaffolding company and his research over the past twenty years has covered a range of policy relevant issues relating to the 
human – technical interface as it affects the natural environment (desertification and agricultural production; energy efficiency and buildings). All of the above have 
contributed to his belief that we need to be problem rather than disciplinary focused and have to develop cross-cutting and trans-disciplinary competences (e.g. 
systems thinking) in support of an integrative approach to sustainable development. 

Dan van der Horst dan.vanderhorst@ed.ac.uk  Edinburgh University Senior Lecturer 

Dan is a Senior Lecturer in Environment & Society with a 10 year track record in interdisciplinary energy research. His work ranges from modelling of environmental 
impacts and human behaviour which creates these, to more qualitative and theoretical contributions to debates around energy and society. Dan is PI and Co-I on 
projects funded by EPSRC, NERC, ESRC, Intelligent Energy Europe and European Science Foundation. He was a work package convenor on the EPSRC funded Incluesev 
Network and is a coordinator for an international email forum on Energy Vulnerability. Dan is a contributing author to IPCC, a member of the UKERC Research 
Committee and UoE PI on a BuildTEDDI project with Coventry. 

Sam Staddon sam.staddon@ed.ac.uk Edinburgh University Research & Teaching Fellow 

Sam works as Network Coordinator for TEDDINET half of the week, and is also a Teaching Fellow in Environment and Development. Her past research concerns the 
conservation of biodiversity but since joining TEDDINET she has also turned attention to the conservation of energy. She is interested in the role of personal, embodied 
and experiential forms of knowledge in conservation practices and policies.  
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